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Real Luxury
Consumers
To test these ideas, the researchers
first created a series of social
media style photos intended to
vividly convey the experience of
enjoying afternoon tea at a luxury
hotel. Some were taken from a
first-person perspective. “They
were close-up shots of the delicate
workmanship of the porcelain and
delicious desserts, with no actors in
the field”. The rest were taken from
a third-person perspective. They
showed the dishes and cutlery
on the table, the diners and the
surrounding environment.
Next, the researchers showed the
photos to 200 Chinese consumers.
As they had all experienced
luxury services in the last two
years, from fine dining to firstclass flights, the participants were
defined as “affluent consumers
who could afford to engage in
luxury consumption”. They were
all familiar with social media. In a
questionnaire, they were asked to
indicate how immersed they felt in
the scenes shown in the photos,
and whether they would be likely
to recommend the hotel to others.

Advice for Managers
The researchers carefully analysed
the participants’ responses to
examine the intentions of realworld affluent Chinese consumers
to seek out luxury hotel
experiences after viewing social
media photos of luxury hotels.
Their findings have important
practical implications for managers
of luxury hotels in the new era of
Chinese tourism.
As expected, the participants who
wished to impress others with
their luxurious lifestyles preferred
the close-up photos of the hotel.
For affluent consumers with a
high NFS, the researchers explain,
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“viewing images from the firstperson perspective significantly
increases their intention to engage
in luxury hospitality consumption”.
In contrast, photos of hotels are
unlikely to have much effect on
affluent customers who lack the
desire for social status, “because
they do not feel the need to
distinguish themselves from less
affluent consumers”. They view
luxury consumption as a normal,
everyday activity.
As consumers with a high
NFS make up a big part of
China’s luxury market, efforts
to understand their behaviour
and meet their needs have high
commercial value. To attract welloff Chinese hotel guests keen to
distinguish themselves from others,
write the researchers, “hospitality
companies are encouraged
to create immersive and vivid
information for consumers online”.
When sharing photos and videos
on social media, they should focus
on capturing the tangible aspects of
the luxury experiences their hotels
provide, such as furniture, food
and amenities.
In China today, increasingly more
celebrities are posting photos of
their experiences at luxury hotels
on social media. These posts serve
as “subtle hotel advertisements”,
the researchers tell us. To stay
ahead of the curve, luxury
hotel managers and marketers
could invite celebrities and key
opinion leaders to post photos
of their hotels from a first-person
perspective. This would encourage
affluent Chinese consumers to
form concrete mental images of
luxury hotel consumption, making
them more likely to book a stay in
the future. “The potential power
of social media to influence final
hospitality-related consumption
decisions should not be ignored”,
conclude the researchers.

Future of Luxury
Luxury hotels have emerged as
a niche segment in the global
travel sector, making a sizeable
contribution to total hotel revenue
in recent years. Although luxury
hotels may still be the stuff of
daydreams for many, they are
becoming more affordable for
China’s enormous and increasingly
affluent consumer base. This
study not only shows luxury hotel
managers how to capitalise on the
world’s biggest market, but may
also shed light on the path ahead
in a time of global uncertainty.
The most effective kind of
luxury tourism today, suggest
the researchers, is “aesthetic”,
“escapist” and “immersive”, and
this can be realised through the
right social media strategies.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Luxury hotel brands must meet
the needs of their biggest market,
wealthy Chinese consumers,
especially the keen desire of these
people for social status.
• Evocative photos and descriptions of
luxury hotels on social media elicit
vivid mental images that encourage
luxury consumption behaviour.
• Viewing images of hotels from the
first-person perspective makes
Chinese consumers more likely
to engage in luxury hospitality
consumption.
• To attract Chinese consumers, luxury
hotel managers should create vivid,
immersive social media content that
emphasises the tangible aspects of
the luxury hotel experience.

Xinhai Mou, Lisa Gao and Wan
Yang (2019). “The Joint Effects
of Need for Status and Mental
Imagery Perspective on Luxury
Hospitality Consumption in
China”. Journal of Travel and
Tourism Marketing , Vol. 36,
Issue 9, pp. 1050-1060.

Are Residents the New Tourism
Ambassadors?
Local people may be the best
ambassadors for tourism in their
home towns and cities, according
to SHTM Ph.D. graduates Dr Philipp
Wassler and Dr Liang Wang, and
the School’s Dr Kam Hung. Building
a brand for a destination is an
effective way of attracting tourists,
but destination marketers rarely
consider the needs of residents –
the biggest and potentially most
influential group of stakeholders in
any destination. The researchers
note that local communities can
make or break a destination brand,
and their marketing may be far
more cost-effective, authentic
and persuasive than traditional
advertising. Surveying residents
from Hong Kong, famously
branded as “Asia’s World City”,
this pioneering study offers
important empirical insights into
how residents’ voices can help
tourism destinations to differentiate
themselves in an increasingly
globalised and competitive market.

Brand Identity
Destination branding is a way to
promote a tourist site by building
a brand that conveys its unique
identity. A good destination brand,
note the researchers, is the sum
of the experiences and stories
a place has to offer, making the
destination instantly recognisable
to tourists. As attracting tourism is
a critical strategy for local economic
development, communities, cities
and even countries can benefit from
creating a memorable brand image.
However, this may not be an easy
task. Indeed, as the researchers
note, “few destination brands can
be regarded as truly successful”.
Although we know much about
branding products and services,
destinations are far more complex.

“Destination brands represent not
only intangible goods and services”,
explain the researchers, “but also
places, people, and ideologies,
which cannot be simply packaged
and sold”. Therefore, destination
marketing organisations (DMOs)
must consider a wide range of
stakeholders – not just tourists.

branding: unlike the employees
of corporations, residents are not
paid to market their home towns or
cities. To make matters worse, write
the researchers, “many past studies
have focused on the negative
consequences of negative brand
attitude among residents, instead of
their positive behaviours”.

Chief among these stakeholders
are local residents. Tourism has
huge economic, socio-cultural
and environmental effects on
host communities. “Some of
these effects are positive”, write
the researchers, “but many are
negative”. For example, although
tourism growth may help residents
to escape poverty, it may also
damage the local landscape, bring
traffic congestion and even erode
the area’s culture and traditions.

Seeking to fill these gaps in the
literature and ultimately help DMOs
better market local tourist sites,
the researchers developed a novel
theory to explain residents’ role
in destination branding. When
local people feel that they and
their community are represented
accurately by a destination brand,
they are likely to feel a greater
affinity with the brand, known as
“self-congruity”. In turn, note the
researchers, “residents’ identification
with a destination brand is a strong
catalyst for different types of brand
advocacy”. It may reduce their
resistance to tourism campaigns
and increase their support for brand
development and promotion,
“finally transforming them into
brand ambassadors”.

This places residents at the core
of a destination’s brand identity.
As the researchers explain, “the
sustainable development of a
tourism destination is closely
contingent on participation
and support from residents”.
Understanding residents’ needs can
help DMOs to tailor their branding
strategies accordingly. Local people
also represent a rich but untapped
resource for destination marketers.
Nobody knows a place better
than those who live there, which
makes marketing by residents
more cost-effective, less biased
and more authentic than traditional
advertising.

A Novel Theory
Surprisingly, however, little is
known about what motivates local
people to support a destination
brand. Studies have ignored
the vital difference between
corporate branding and destination

Conversely, if residents feel that
they have been misrepresented by
a DMO, they may refuse to help
maintain or further develop the
brand. Some may even organise
public resistance or launch counterbranding campaigns. Indeed, note
the researchers, “residents’ possible
sensitivity about their representation
within a destination brand is
a persistent issue”. In today’s
increasingly globalised world,
conveying the complex identity of
a community and its inhabitants is
becoming ever more important. For
example, Hong Kong may be “Asia’s
World City”, but its history, culture
and people are unique.
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Hong Kong Residents
Surveyed
The researchers needed to select
the right setting in which to explore
local people’s attitudes towards
destination branding. As “residents
form part of the brand identity and
are therefore part of the branded
product”, the residents surveyed
had to be well aware of their
“own” brand. To act as brand
ambassadors, they also had to
participate in the branding process.
Hong Kong offered the perfect
match, given that for the last two
decades the local community has
been thoroughly involved in the
process of branding Asia’s World
City.
One hundred permanent residents
of Hong Kong were recruited to take
part in the study. They were aged
between 18 and 54, with roughly
equal numbers of men and women,
and came from Hong Kong’s
three main regions. Therefore, the
researchers were confident that the
participants’ views on the World
City brand would represent those of
Hong Kong residents in general.
The residents were each invited to
complete a questionnaire rigorously
constructed and tested by the
researchers. One section focused
on their attitudes towards Hong
Kong’s World City brand. Another
measured the extent to which they
identified with the brand, such
as whether it matched their selfimage. The third section explored
how likely they were to act as
ambassadors for the brand. Brand
ambassadorial behaviour can
take many forms, from attending
festivals and exhibitions to simply
sharing information online.

Residents as
Ambassadors
The researchers then conducted
a thorough statistical analysis of
the participants’ responses. Their
findings provide important empirical
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insights for DMOs, showing above
all that residents are “important
receptors of the brand and
simultaneously the most important
marketers of the destination”. They
are both “an ethical responsibility
and a possible resource of support
for destination branding efforts”.
DMOs’ first task should thus be to
identify residents’ needs and enlist
their support for brand development
and implementation. Positive brand
attitudes are important, but selfcongruity is even more so. The
researchers warn that “great care
should be given to presenting
community values in a way that
coincides with residents’ selfconcept and sense of pride, as
well as their local identity and selfesteem”.
In turn, the researchers explain, this
is “likely to transform residents into
valuable marketing assets – brand
ambassadors”. Local authorities
who carefully consider residents’
input can more effectively rebrand
and rejuvenate a destination for
potential tourists. Indeed, travellers
are increasingly looking to local
people for authentic, unbiased
experiences of destinations. These
days, write the researchers, tourists
“want to establish emotional contact
with local residents and their culture,
rather than merely consuming a
destination through sightseeing”.
The value of these findings lies not
only in their practical implications for
DMOs’ branding strategies, but also
in their guidance for harmonising
the interests of tourism developers
and local communities. Most
previous research has focused on
local people’s resistance to tourism
development, presenting branding
authorities as inconsiderate or even
hostile towards local communities.
Instead, this study innovatively
shows how to “access the possible
economic benefits of residents’
brand ambassadorial behaviour
by understanding, respecting, and
promoting local identity”.

Future Destination
Branding
Hong Kong’s branding authorities
have already encouraged residents
to market the World City brand,
and offered a wide range of items
for brand promotional use. In light
of this study’s findings, however,
the next step may be to more
closely connect Hong Kong’s brand
with the lives of its residents. In
Hong Kong and beyond, branding
that takes account of residents’
needs and desires will help
tourism destinations to distinguish
themselves from their competitors
and avoid homogeneity in an
increasingly globalised world. Most
importantly of all, it will enhance
the sustainability of tourism by
preserving communities’ unique
cultural heritage and natural
landscapes into the future.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Creating a brand for a destination is
a promising new way of attracting
tourists.
• Local residents offer an important
yet largely untapped source of costeffective and authentic marketing for
destinations.
• A Hong Kong survey shows that
destination branding should focus
on accurately representing residents’
and communities’ unique cultural
identity.
• Giving residents ownership of
tourism destination brands will
bring economic benefits and help
to preserve tangible and intangible
cultural heritage.
Philipp Wassler, Liang Wang and
Kam Hung (2019). “Identity and
Destination Branding Among
Residents: How Does Brand
Self-Congruity Influence Brand
Attitude and Ambassadorial
Behavior?” International Journal
of Tourism Research , Vol. 21,
Issue 4, pp. 437-446.

Committed to Industry Advancement
The SHTM has long led the
way in developing the global
hospitality and tourism industry,
aided in the last few years by
the SHTM+ICON Consultancy
combining the School’s expertise
with that of its teaching and
research hotel, Hotel ICON.
A recent consultancy of
particular significance for
SHTM+ICON involved helping
the Gingko College of Hospitality
Management with the planning
and design of its new teaching
hotel in Yibin, Sichuan in 2019 and
2020. The Team, led by Professor
Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean, assessed
all aspects of the design and
function of the proposed school,
along with those of the College’s
associated teaching blocks.
The team also gave advice on
management and operations to
ensure the smooth integration
of the College and its hotel, and
designed the College’s industry
training programme, which will
help address the rapid increase in
tourism in Sichuan.
Other important consultancy
projects undertaken recently
have included a study on Hong

Kong and Macau outbound
tourism to mainland China for the
Asia Tourism Exchange Centre;
another study on Hong Kong
outbound tourism to Taiwan
commissioned by the Taiwan
Tourism Organisation; advice
given on the proposed artist
hotel development in the West
Kowloon Cultural District; and the
development of a strategic plan
for Guangzhou Tianhe Town to
become one of the world’s top
shopping and leisure districts.
The School also worked with
the China Outbound Tourism
Research Institute during 2019
to develop a comprehensive
o n l i n e t r a i n i n g p ro g r a m m e ,
C h i n a To u r i s m Tr a i n i n g . T h e
new programme offers practical
information, advice and
i n s i g h t s f o r p ro f e s s i o n a l s a t
all levels, covering hospitality,
destinations, retail, attractions and
transportation.
During the same period,
the School collaborated with
Shanghai-based Grapea & Co in
creating an exceptional e-learning
programme featuring three online
global wine and Asian alcoholic
beverage courses. Developed by

a team of international industry
experts and leading academics,
including Mr Yang Lu, Grapea’s
founder and China’s first Master
Sommelier, and Professor Haiyan
Song, SHTM Associate Dean, the
programme will be offered until
October 2021.
In July this year, the School
was invited to participate in the
University Alliance of the Silk Road
Online Summer Programme 2020
by delivering an online module
on innovation and technology in
tourism and hospitality over 10
sessions. Enthusiastic students
were carefully led through the
f e a t u re s o f d i s t r i b u t i o n a n d
reservation systems, digital and
search advertising and IT-based
innovation in marketing and
operations by SHTM Associate
Professor, Dr Dan Wang.
Whether online or in real life,
the School works tirelessly to
p re p a re t h e h o s p i t a l i t y a n d
tourism industry for the many
challenges to come. H
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